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Harper Lee’s novel “To Kill a Mockingbird” is always near-
by in the southwest Alabama town of Monroeville. The
quiet city is the birthplace and current home of the 89-

year-old author, and it inspired the fictional town of Maycomb
in her Pulitzer Prize-winning book about race and injustice in
the Deep South of the 1930s.

And with the “Mockingbird” sequel “Go Set a Watchman”
just days away from publication, Monroeville has sites aplenty
that draw fans searching for remnants of that “tired old town”
where attorney Atticus Finch defended a wrongly accused
Tom Robinson while Finch’s children Jem and Scout watched
from the courtroom balcony. There’s a Mockingbird Inn and a
restaurant named for Boo Radley, the recluse-turned-hero in
the book. Both fill up with visitors each spring when the com-
munity puts on a stage adaption of “Mockingbird” that draws
visitors worldwide.

Also, bronze statue on the courthouse square and a wall-
size “Mockingbird” mural on the side of a building are con-
stant reminders of the town’s claim to fame. But all those
things are based on the book, not part of it. There are other
spots around town that actually helped make “Mockingbird,”
released 55 years ago.

Start at Mel’s Dairy Dream on South Alabama Avenue, a
busy main road in the town of 6,300 people, and walk north
toward the square. The small block restaurant, ringed by serv-
ice windows and a counter where customers plop down mon-
ey for ice cream cones, stands on the site of Lee’s childhood
home, which was torn down decades ago. Mel’s is just a short

walk from the school where Lee attended classes and, by
extension, her alter-ego Scout and Jem began their “longest
journey together” at the book’s climax.

A historic marker
Lee shared the old house with siblings, her mother and

father AC Lee, an attorney and Alabama legislator who was
the basis for Atticus Finch. Finch returns in “Watchman” as his
daughter goes home to Maycomb 20 years later as an adult to
the town that shaped her, according to the publisher. Next
door to Mel’s and across a weathered stone fence is a grassy
lot with the remains of a house foundation and a historic
marker that recalls the site as the one-time home of author
Truman Capote, Lee’s childhood friend and the inspiration for
the character “Dill” in Mockingbird. As adults, the two collabo-
rated on Capote’s classic crime story “In Cold Blood,” published
in 1966.

The homes of Lee’s - and Finch’s - neighbors are long gone,
replaced by parking lots and stores, and the paved street is no
longer shaded by big trees or transformed by rain into “red
slop,” as Lee described in the book. But the courthouse and jail
that recall pivotal moments in “Mockingbird” are still less than
a half-mile away on the courthouse square.

Now a museum, the old Monroe County Courthouse was
completed in 1903 and is home to the balconied courtroom
that served as the model for the crucial legal scene in the film
version of “To Kill a Mockingbird.” A tall white dome tops the
building; magnolia trees shade the lawn outside.

Well-wishers
Inside, visitors can walk across the shiny wooden floor and

sit in the old witness chair where Robinson, who was black,
would have defended himself against false charges of raping a
white woman before an all-white jury. A pot-bellied stove
stands beside the jury box. The jail where Atticus would have
protected Robinson from a lynch mob is now an office across
the street. In the atrium outside the courtroom, part of a
gnarly old tree trunk taken from near the original Lee home
site is encased in plastic. With a notch in the side, the log
evokes the knotty hardwood where Boo Radley emerged from
his spooky, rundown home to leave gifts for Scout and her
brother in “Mockingbird.”

Radley was believed to be based on a seldom-seen neigh-
bor of the Lees, Alfred Boulware, who died in 1952 and is
buried in the same cemetery as Lee’s father, who died in
1962. The graveyard is beside the town’s United Methodist
Church, just a few blocks from the courthouse. And Lee is in
town, too, “although very quiet,” as she wrote in 1993. Mostly
deaf and blind, the author spends her days in an assisted liv-
ing home in Monroeville. Recently, Lee attended a luncheon
at the downtown restaurant Prop and Gavel, which is owned
by her lawyer and the attorney’s husband. Lee received the
first copies of her new book from the publisher and chatted
with well-wishers. But mostly, like Boo, she is seldom seen
around town. — AP

Photo shows the old Monroe County Courthouse.A Bible opened on the judge’s desk in the old Monroe County Courthouse in
Monroeville, Ala. — AP photos

Looking for traces of ‘Mockingbird’
in Harper Lee’s hometown 

Traditional African aesthetics meet modernist architec-
ture in the latest exhibit at the Cooper-Hewitt
Smithsonian Design Museum: a selection of textiles

from West and Central Africa that have inspired the work of
Ghanaian-British architect David Adjaye. “I have always been
interested in the abstraction and range of techniques associ-
ated with African textiles,” said Adjaye, who has designed 50
architecture projects around the world, including the
Smithsonian’s new National Museum of African American

History and Culture, slated to open next year in Washington,
DC.

Adjaye sees the fabrics as “collective form - a structure,”
and the show examines the intersection of traditional craft
and structure. The textiles are hung from a frame designed
by Adjaye for this show; they form four loosely constructed
walls suggestive of an architectural structure.

The exhibit, which remains on view through next
February, is part of the museum’s “Selects” series, in which
prominent designers, artists and architects are invited to
mine and interpret the museum’s extensive permanent col-
lection. “Textiles, which are a vital element of the visual lan-
guage of West Africa, embody this interplay between geogra-
phy and culture, and are rich sources of inspiration for my
design work,” Adjaye said in an interview.

Ability to communicate
Born in Tanzania to Ghanaian parents and raised in Britain,

Adjaye “grew up with African textiles around me. I grew up
understanding certain ceremonial cloths, and it became very
clear, particularly when I started creating public work, that I
had a lot of inspiration from textiles and their ability to com-
municate.” “I really see my work as weaving, not literally, but fig-
uratively. Weaving is bringing people together. I am weaving
the facades and the structures. Walls and windows alone can

only go so far, but textiles can teach you how to negotiate
complicated agendas in architecture,” he explained.

In textiles, as in architecture, “the nature of the available
local materials, such as plant fibers and dyes, defines the tex-
tiles’ construction.” The show, which is housed in a single room
and may seem small at first glance, consists of 14 diverse tex-
tiles hung on an enormous frame, designed by Adjaye to echo
the room’s ornate 19th century architecture. The works, all tra-
ditionally used as clothing, can be viewed up close, without
glass as a barrier, with both sides of the fabric visible.

They are also meant to play off one another, giving a sense
of the varied cultural geography of Africa. As a whole, the
show is a sort of mosaic of the best African textile techniques
and aesthetics. From the Bamana peoples of Mali, there’s a
bold, black-and-white mud cloth created from the painstaking

process of strip-weaving locally grown, hand-spun cotton,
sewing the strips together to form a large rectangle, and then
dyeing and re-dyeing the fabric, using iron-rich mud ferment-
ed for a year, until it takes on a deep, warm shade of black. The
design is created by leaving some parts of the fabric white,
while the artists paint on the fermented mud everywhere else
on the fabric. “It’s woven in eight narrow strips and dyed by a
group of people, often a family,” explained Susan Brown, asso-
ciate curator of textiles at the museum.

Pan-African symbol
Beside it hangs a large Adinkra wrap traditionally worn for

funerals. A potent symbol of graphics as communication, it is
made from factory-woven cotton, which has been hand-dyed
black. In squares painted onto it with a glossier shade of black
are patterns stamped with carved gourds. Each pattern holds a
message, understood as communication between the living
and their ancestors. On the other side of Adjaye’s big frame
hang two different styles of Kente prestige cloths from Ghana,
one from the Ewe people and another from the Asante. Worn
at religious festivals and important life events, the cloths’ volu-
minous size and radiant colors give a majestic appearance.
“These became a pan-African symbol, representing black pride
and also the civil rights movement,” said Brown.

And in a different aesthetic, using different techniques is an
Adire wrap from Gambia, with resist-dyed indigo on damask,
its pattern barely visible beneath the rich blue dye. The fabric is
pleated by hand, with rows of stitching near the folds creating
straight or curving lines or dashes, which later stand out in
white against the natural indigo dye once the stitching has
been removed. Elsewhere, from the Kalabari people of Nigeria,
is a delicate, almost lacy wrap from the 1930s. Here, the art is in
subtracting, not adding and adorning. Made from a simple,
checked Indian madras fabric, threads have been selectively
removed, one by one, to create a new pattern, in this case bold
diamond shapes.

Besides the hanging textiles, each corner of the gallery
houses a small, traditional African hat. One features brightly
colored spikes, and another has sausage-like “horns.” “I love the
hats,” Adjaye said. “They use local matter, like dead vegetable
matter, and transform them into geometry and form,” The new
Smithsonian museum, which will be Adjaye’s largest project so
far, has a facade that resembles pleats, perforated to create an
almost rhythmic, geometric pattern. “The textiles are part of an
architectural continuum,” he said. — AP

African textiles meet modernist architecture in Adjaye show

A ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ mural painted on the side of a
car dealership.

Ruins of the childhood home of author Truman Capot. A sign welcoming book fans to Monroeville, Ala., the
hometown of ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ author Harper Lee.

Cathleen Randall friend of Harper Lee, author of ‘To Kill
a Mockingbird’ accepts the Alabama Writers Hall of
Fame award on behalf of Lee.

A truck passing a sign decorated with a mockingbird.

This undated image provided by the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum shows, a rendering by Adjaye
Associates of the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of African American History and Culture, in Washington.

A man’s cap (laket) from the Kuba people, in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, late 19th to early 20th
century. — AP photos

This photo provided by Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian
Design Museum shows a Indigo-dyed damask-woven cot-
ton, Adire wrapper, ca 1990, from Gambia.


